Abstract. -It is common to think of seventeenth century Mexico as a very complex rea lity. A way to shed new historical light on the subject is through the narrative voice of key figures, such as Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora, a Mexican savant and representative of seventeenth century Creole society. This work will focus on Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora's religious conscience, the product of broad cultural experience, because it offers valuable insights into the religious thought of colonial society. The aim, here, is to describe certain facets, maybe previously unknown, of this extraordinary man's personality which hopefully will enrich our view, enabling us to acquire a wider perspective, particularly with respect to the criollo way of thinking and spirituality.
sponsor to finance the printing of many of them. Sigüenza was honoured in life but preferred to follow a simple existence in solitude and deep study, except for an academic dispute with the Austrian professor of mathematics Eusebio Kino, with whom he maintained a fullscale and running argument on the nature of comets. 1 Sigüenza's tranquil life was only interrupted by the outbreak of an insurrection in Mexico City which he witnessed in 1692 and later described in a chronicle that has endured the passage of time. 2 He was absent only few times from his native city. 3 He devoted his time to research, to scientific observations, and to working on charitable endeavours as chaplain and limosnero (a kind of administrator for alms). He also dedicated himself to a variety of religious activities: he was a priest, and a preacher and comforter of the sick at the Hospital of the Immaculate Conception. Sigüenza y Góngora's thinking encompassed a variety of subjects, distinct phases, and diverse perspectives on reality. An analysis of the different aspects of his multifaceted being -as a historian, a professor of mathematics at the Royal and Pontifical University of Mexico, an astronomer, a cleric, an explorer, an antiquarian, a collector of documents and antiquarian objects, etc. -reveals a man who was considered to be, in many ways, ahead of his time. Together with sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, Sigüenza has traditionally been seen as the archetypal intellectual paragon of his time. Whether he can be characterised as being an ecclesiastic in the mould of the Council of Trent or a scientist who welcomed the Enlighten-self has been a very popular theme of study since the eighteenth century, when the portrait of this deeply learned humanist served criollo expectations and was virtually erected as a myth within the historiography of New Spain, a situation that continued for a considerable period of time. 10 But if we examine the full range of matters addressed and embedded in his writings, we note that Sigüenza was a thinker who, besides his work in the realms of science and history, also straddled religious frontiers. Sigüenza seeked religious answers in the spiritual realm.
Catholicism is a way of life, said the Spanish philosopher José Luis Aranguren.
11 Religion was the one subject common to all of Sigüenza's books. It was included, though to a lesser degree, even in his scientific work, the Libra Astronomica y Philosophica, published in 1690. Thus, Sigüenza's intimate spirituality constitutes the most important part of his entire existence. It moves in his work from intimacy towards external manifestations and therefore deserves our utmost attention. For example, the Mexican historian Ernesto de la Torre, in his essay on Sigüenza's religious thinking, considers that we are far from having any serious research dealing with the spiritual aspects of major intellectual figures in the colonial period. 12 To try to understand this aspect in Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora -as learned as he was pious -is a goal which as yet has no limitations.
We have selected this key figure in colonial historical writing because his theological and philosophical arguments allow us to catch a glimpse of his whole inner being, as well as of the expectations of the group that he represented: the criollos, the American-born Spaniards, who formed a distinct colonial culture in the Indies. Sigüenza became the channel through which this group's perception of the world was revealed. However, it is important to realise that through Sigüenza we are only able to penetrate the ways of thinking of a particular stratum within what was a very broad, heterogeneous society. As a man of 94 Alicia Mayer learning and reflection, he represents a specific order in Spanish America, a minority, only the cultivated elite. The rest of the population, the masses, unfortunately have to be left to one side in this instance. Nonetheless, however biased or incomplete this vision may be, it still reveals valuable information in its own right.
Through focusing on Sigüenza, we can gain an appreciation of the diverse mosaic of religious understanding at the time, because he is an essential part of colonial cultural history. His religiosity may be explored in two ways: through the personal, private man with his emotions, sentiments, and motivations, which provides a fascinating insight into his psychology and human nature, and the external, outer persona, given to popular devotion, liturgy, and ceremony, all this providing a wide-ranging view of collective significance. Both are vital components for historical research in this case.
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A DEVOUT SON OF MARY From his copious oeuvre, it can be seen that the most notable characteristic of Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora's piety is Marian devotion. By the time Sigüenza reached maturity, the Virgin Mary was a most important criollo symbol of purity and holiness. This was his favourite topic and one he did not write on in order to fulfil an obligation. Sigüenza's central concern was to place the Mother of God in the limelight. Indeed, his promotion of the worship of the Virgin Mary did much to define the contours of this devotion in New Spain.
14 According to the Mexican historian Edmundo O'Gorman, guadalupanismowhich by the end of the seventeenth century was one of the principal avocations of the Virgin Mary in Mexico City -was a symbol of the Counter-Reformation. It resulted from the extreme praise and devotion to the Mother of God fomented after the Council of Trent (1545) (1546) (1547) (1548) (1549) (1550) (1551) (1552) (1553) (1554) (1555) (1556) (1557) (1558) (1559) (1560) (1561) (1562) (1563) . 15 Devotion to the Virgin of Guadalupe gradually gained prominence, and she became the patroness of the criollos. 16 Sigüenza believed that on December 9, 1531, The Virgin of Guadalupe appeared to the Indian Juan Diego (only very recently proclaimed a Roman Catholic saint by Pope John Paul II) four times on the mount of Tepeyac, asking him to take a bouquet of roses to the bishop as a signal.
17 When the flowers were spread before the priest, the image of Mary was revealed on the cloak or tilma. The astonished man moved to erect a church and placed the image of the Lady, now called Guadalupe, there.
Sigüenza captured the essence of this miracle, but did so in verse. Primavera Indiana was his first literary endeavour. He wrote it around 1662 when he was seventeen years of age and still a novice in the Society of Jesus. 18 He always attempted to overawe his readers, and also the faithful who attended his sermons, using every available technique to elevate the Virgin's position. In striking baroque verse, this young but keen intellectual touched criollo sensibility. Primavera Indiana responds to a patriotic and rhetorical need. It reflects his belief in the significance of the fact that the apparition of the Virgin of Guadalupe occurred a decade after the conquest of MexicoTenochtitlán (1521). Therefore, for Sigüenza, the military conquest was a work of Divine Providence which preceded the religious conversions. Since the apparition of the Virgin, America had been turned into a morally superior entity, different and separate from Europe, because it was the site chosen by her. The poem was distributed and soon became a hymn of love to the Virgin of Guadalupe to which all criollos responded. This was especially so during the eighteenth century, when the Virgin became their most popular religious symbol. 19 Sigüenza singles out certain values for praise. The criollos wanted to make themselves worthy of the favours of heaven. They were considered inferior by the peninsulares, those born in Spain. They resented their second-class status and, in turn, they aimed to show off how privileged they were to be born in a land chosen by the Mother of God to reveal herself. As Stafford Poole observes: "Criollismo was well developed by 1648 and needed only a catalyst, a symbol on which the people could base their self-esteem and a tool that could be used to emphasise their uniqueness". 20 Our Lady of Guadalupe was a Mexican version of the apocalyptic Virgin who appeared to John the Evangelist on Patmos. She reappeared in Mexico embodying a prophetic idea "that the singular benefits of the all powerful God are revealed in the indigenous Guadalupe". 21 Included in the notion that the Virgin of Guadalupe selected the Mexican people as her chosen brethren was the idea that this place had to be considered an earthly paradise. Here, too, Sigüenza proudly proclaims that non-Catholic beliefs (Protestantism, Judaism and Mohammedanism) had been eliminated (!) in America thanks to the will of María Guadalupe.
In the year prior to his death, Sigüenza wrote in his Anotaciones Críticas about the originally pagan site using the Indian word "Tepeiacac" which, after the apparition of the Virgin, became the place where the Catholic basilica of Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe still stands today. Yet, Sigüenza never associated the ancient pre-Hispanic goddess Tonantzin or Teotenantzin with Guadalupe. He did not consider the Virgin of Tepeyac to be a synthesis of Spanish and Indian elements. Instead, he indicated that the idol was removed and later destroyed during the times of the Conquest. Thus, there was no deliberate conflation by the missionaries of the Nahua icon with the Christian figure as a means of evangelising the Indians. On the contrary, Sigüenza spoke of revelation. Our Lady of Guadalupe was a simple Christian portent who showed that she was the true mother of God.
22 To Sigüenza, another name for Mexico was "el Americano Guadalupe", and the Virgin was the pride of all Mexicans. Sigüenza even called her criollita indiana. To a large extent, if not generally, Sigüenza's generation had clearly internalised criollo expectations by blending religion and patriotism, using the symbol of the Our Lady of Guadalupe.
In Primavera Indiana, Sigüenza plays with Hermetic knowledge and Christian elements. 23 He insists -in a very Neoplatonic interpreta tion -that a cosmic idea runs through the symbols of the Virgin of Guadalupe. The "perfect circle", the "first mobile", these are elements used in Neoplatonic language and also orientated towards the study of celestial matters and the use of mathematics to discover astronomical phenomena. He employs images of light recurrently and uses opposites such as cold-heat, spring-winter, or good-evil to convey ideas. In this Platonic universe, where concepts of deity are innate in man, the Virgin was construed as a beautiful mirror in which the Mexicans saw their image reflected. History and myth come together.
For Sigüenza, the Virgin was the summary of heaven, epilogue of all heavenly bodies, centre of light. 24 She synthesized the cosmic and the earthly, the light of truth and the importance given to the interior self. 25 Though the work is replete with Hermetic propositions, it is -as a whole -a work of canonical Catholic affiliation and only demonstra tes how this Neoplatonic concept was still in force, the opposition of the Counter-Reformation to these ideals notwithstanding. 26 The final months of the year 1680 found Sigüenza writing again on the Virgin and composing poems praising her personification as the Immaculate Conception. Glorias de Querétaro is among his most important publications. It is dedicated to the viceroy, Archbishop Payo Enríquez de Ribera. It opens with a narrative of the city and its surroundings, and continues with a breathtaking description of the new temple dedicated to the Virgin of Guadalupe, which was sponsored by rich criollos. For him, Querétaro was pre-eminent in the practice of the cult of the Virgin, in its religious processions, annual festivities, its permanent confraternities, chaplainries, and pious memories. Glorias describes those meticulously orchestrated public ceremonies which extolled the authority of Church and state. The book also reveals how Sigüenza perceived his society as being polarised in terms of language, social organisation, and certain other aspects of everyday life. The Virgin of Guadalupe was, in his perception, a strong catalyst for unifying different ethnic groups, at least among the criollos. 27 As William Taylor puts it, the consciously providential version of Guadalupe's apparition apparently was popular among Creole clergymen of the mid-seventeenth century, although the mid-colony priests clearly attempted to use her as a pious sign to bring Indians into the Church. 28 In Glorias de Querétaro, Sigüenza wrote that, in his time, devotion to Our Lady of Guadalupe had taken deep root in the hearts of the entire population.
Sigüenza's most important work with reference to the Virgin Mary is Triumpho Parthenico (1683), a sharp, passionate, and detailed account of festivities, this time organised by the Royal and Pontifical University of Mexico, for the feast of the Immaculate Conception, an event that was prepared with both religious and civil pomp. But most of all, Triumpho Parthenico gives rise to theological considerations. Sigüenza was ordered by the authorities to write an erudite treatise on the mystery of the Virgin's exemption from sin. In doing so, he followed the path of Humanism and Christian faith; he sought clues in the Bible to the understanding of history, but Greek and Roman writers also provided support for his theses, even those of a theological nature. Citations from contemporary authors, both European and American, from medieval philosophers and theologians, and from the compendia of religious and secular history run side by side with citations from classical authors, the Fathers of the Church, and the Bible; all to prove that Mary conceived in a state of grace. Scripture and philosophy would help enhance the victory of the Virgin over sin (Tota Pulchra).
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Here, he simply echoes what was a very popular religious element in Habsburg Spain. Mexico celebrated Philip III's declaration, in 1618, that Mary was conceived without sin, and Sigüenza succeeded in doing this with great skill and knowledge. Indeed, the criollos were eager supporters of this ideal in their patronage of texts and paintings. Sigüenza speaks of his deliberate use of hieroglyphs. Nowhere else did he use more rhetorical devices and classical works than in this book, which makes of it a great gift from New Spain to Humanist erudition. 30 In Anotaciones Críticas, Sigüenza assures us that there must be no doubting the truth of the miracle, and not even historians should deny its occurrence. 31 In his opinion, tradition weighed more than history on the apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe. In fact, Sigüenza was an eager supporter of the different images of the Virgin. The worship of holy images was one of the guiding religious themes promoted by the Council of Trent, and Sigüenza echoes this by saying that "images are 100 Alicia Mayer the formal motives of our worship, singular devotion, and fondness".
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In the Catholic world, there was always the recourse of seeking solace and spiritual refuge in images of the saints, but especially in the Virgin Mary. He adds that images were utilised to excite devotion and served didactic purposes. To him, the sacred personage was represented in painting as a devotional instrument. Certainly, as a post-Tridentine cleric, he was immersed in conventional external religious practice, but his intellectual approach made him warn people not to be deceived by appearances, as there was a difference between worshipping the idea of divinity and a material object. On the other hand, in his book Piedad Heroyca, Sigüenza diligently planned to discover the exact location of the houses where the Virgin of Guadalupe miraculously appeared to Bishop Juan de Zumárraga in 1531. His expressed objective was to remind his compatriots of the country's past glories, thisagain -being a very distinctive goal among the criollos. Sigüenza turned out to be an acute critic of existing sources and provides valuable information on the original documents dealing with the apparition, many of which are now unfortunately lost. Sigüenza's famous oath to the effect that Antonio Valeriano, an Indian teacher of Latin from Tlatelolco, was the certain author of the oldest account of the apparitions at Guadalupe, and the information he gives about the papers in the personal collection of the historian Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxó-chitl are invaluable to scholars of guadalupanismo.
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By any measure, Sigüenza's writings on the Virgin Mary are important sources of knowledge about the evolution of Marian devotion in the colonial period. He was, in many ways, responsible for preserving this historical memory. Contemporary and future historians would consider him a primary source of information on the development of the cult of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
A PUPIL OF THE JESUITS Sigüenza y Góngora acted within his own culture and from within the constraints that this culture imposed on him. In those days, the dominant culture was represented by the Jesuits, and Sigüenza openly proclaimed the value of that background. The Jesuits had arrived in New Spain in September 1572. They soon took into their hands the missionary enterprise and education. Historians have recognised the importance of their approach to religious understanding and modes of structuring reality. 35 Sigüenza's statements reveal a profound admiration for the Society of Jesus. In his youth, having attended Jesuit schools in Puebla and Mexico City, he was trained in the Jesuit method (ratio studiorum), and he was a supporter of their cultural program. Indeed, scholars have observed how Sigüenza's thought owed much to the Jesuit mentality. 36 He derived his learning and great capacity for scientific research from this influence. He was open to new ways of explaining the universe and was willing to listen to different points of view. Not withstanding his autodidactic inclination, a heavy indebtedness to Jesuit culture is evident in Sigüenza's writings. He mentions mathematicians, astronomers, and writers as well as pastoral and scriptural commentators from Mexico and abroad. Until the end of his days, he praised the universal ecumenism of the Jesuit mentality.
He sought education, and the Jesuits were the vehicle for priestly formation and learning. He was taught systematic theology by the fathers and was instructed in classical humanities, philosophy, and canon law. His restless spirit strove hard to acquire all kinds of knowledge. He informs us that he was deficient in Hebrew because he lacked professors who could provide instruction in this language, so he made scant progress. 37 On the other hand, he was very fluent in Latin but never stated that he could speak Náhuatl.
In almost all his works, he praises the order highly, as "very solemn, extremely florentine and most exemplary". At times, his praise is exaggerated: "I love and venerate the Society as if it were my most holy mother". 38 He paid them tribute through the figure of Francisco Xavier, the missionary of the East, to whom he dedicated his poem "Oriental Planeta Evangélico", published only after his death, in 1700. 39 Problems with the fathers may have been the result of a youthful indiscretion. Though he was expelled from the noviciate, this upbringing and formation in Jesuit circles remained with him for the rest of his life.
Sigüenza might also have learned from the Jesuits the skill of allegory, the way of transmitting mental images and their underlying meaning, as well as literary tastes. Primavera Indiana is an important example of a very plastic poem, where the author utilises corporealsensual elements to enhance his representation of piety, just as St. Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus, did in his main work, Ejercicios Espirituales. Another example is Glorias de Queré-taro, where the symbiosis between art and religion is shown, something common in Jesuit programs of study. We must be grateful to Sigüenza's punctiliousness for his detailed descriptions of works of art, the architecture of temples, the lay-outs of religious buildings, etc. avoiding excessive Latin citations and reference to the number of authorities he usually employed in other works.
Sigüenza's forms of piety resemble those of the Jesuits. He inherited the concept of spiritual interiorisation, discipline, a sense of organisation, and the strength of will promoted by the members of the order. Irving Leonard, who achieved fame with his precursory studies on Sigüenza and his biography, states that the savant professed a pragmatic and more enlightened Christianity, and that he practised a more open form of religiosity.
41 Though Sigüenza said he admired the peace of mind acquired by others in that happy state of absolute abnegation and annihilation of the own self, achieved to a perfect degree in rapture and ecstasy, he never experienced the visions and trances which, on the other hand, he praised in the nuns of the Convent of Jesus María. Sigüenza showed a deep respect and admiration for the mystic Santa Teresa de Avila. 42 Maybe he did this in order to comply with the wishes of the sponsors of the Parayso Occidental. At times, Sigüenza doubted whether to call their behaviour "funny or marvellous" ("graciosos o portentosos"). 43 He reflected on the necessity of being released from worldly pursuits, "uniting with God, by stripping oneself of earthly affections" ("la unión con Dios desnudándose para ello de terrenos afectos"), but his way of searching for God differed from that pursued by the nuns of Jesus María. Instead, he continuously practised the Jesuit spiritual exercises. 44 To him, life meant going through momentary unhappiness, grief, and distress in order to reach the eternal joy of heaven later; this was a Jesuit mode of learning about human weaknesses and frailty. Human nature is comprised of "a very perfect knowledge of the differences between the body, which ends rapidly, and the nobility of the soul, which endures forever". 45 Sigüenza had a dual way of expressing his religious thought: faith and reason in him are not antagonistic. His dynamic asceticism included the virtues of frugality, honesty, diligence, and piety. He strove to dominate his passions, also a Jesuit admonition, and believed that faith and good works should dictate one's life. He tried to integrate politics into a Christian moral order, as is shown in his Theatro de Virtudes Políticas, a work that explains his anti-Machiavellianism. 46 The Society of Jesus in New Spain was active in elite circles and schools as well as in artistic and intellectual spheres. The Jesuits were responsible for creating a cultural environment in which learned men were inevitably intertwined. This strong influence is crucial to the understanding of criollo identity and the community's progressive selfawareness.
A POST-TRIDENTINE PRIEST The Third Mexican Provincial Council of 1584 was the foundation for Sigüenza's intellectual and religious heritage. It provided a set of laws for the Mexican Church and established the groundwork for the reforms of the Council of Trent. Living a century later, Sigüenza was a child of the institutional Church of New Spain, the structural offshoot of post-Tridentine organisation. In a sense, he was part of an army of ecclesiastics that oversaw the viceroyalty. His chaplainry in the Hospital of the Immaculate Conception shows Sigüenza's pastoral side, attending to the spiritual needs of the community and responding to the disposition of the Council of Trent. He was also a member of the Congregation of San Pedro, a charitable society where clergy performed Christian labours towards the poor. His social status and prestige allowed him to mix cheek-by-jowl with the higher authorities of the Church. He was appointed examiner of the Holy Office, something that gave him inquisitorial powers.
As a Catholic of the seventeenth century, he naturally abhorred heresy and upheld orthodoxy; purity of doctrine was the paramount concern of letrados. Sigüenza speaks of a copious number of heretics and Jews who came to the New World seeking their fortunes, which they were unable to find in Europe, and who brought with them their "detestable mistakes". 47 Misleading views were, for Sigüenza, not only erroneous and counterfeit, but also, as false doctrine, they were devilish. He rejected Protestantism, considering Luther and Bucer to be "the two most deadly pests of the universe" 48 who led the Church to its most calamitous times. The New World remained free from the influence of leading heresiarchs such as the German and French reformers, however. In contrast, Sigüenza opined that in the history of his homeland there were models of great virtue and heroic greatness among the criollos, a group which, in his opinion, should be accorded greater value or importance in the Spanish colonial system. Again, the criollo conception of America as an Edenic paradise is held up, notwithstanding the fact that Protestantism had conquered a large part of the northern hemisphere, something that, it might be added, did not escape the notice of the Mexican polygraph. Sigüenza mentions that obstinacy was a sin that had to be severely punished. For him, the autos de fe were "God's greatest mercy because this way the guilty would die repentant, confessed, and penitent"; the mere mention of these shows the presence of such problems in his so-called "western paradise". 49 Carlos de Sigüenza always made mention of his affiliations with Catholic institutions. He respected "the hierarchies of the Church militant". 50 He praised the sacraments, exalted ecclesiastical power and accepted, without hesitation, Tridentine dogma. He believed in purgatory and hell, and in miracles, which sometimes he mistakes for prodigies or the unexplainable. 51 Although he showed intolerance in some areas, he was no bigot. He was consistent in accepting things as a whole, but sometimes his innermost feelings escaped the vigilant eye of the system and flowed over into freer manifestations, which can be seen in some theological opinions.
Sigüenza believed the Bible to be the primary source of life and thought. There was no way it could err, in contrast to human written production. But he also pointed out that not everyone should have direct access to the word of God. Only the most learned -priests and theologians -were capable of transmitting the true message and avoiding confusion and misinterpretation. He validated tradition and the ecclesiastical authors as divinely sanctioned and believed that authority lay vested in canonical texts and theological reasoning. Equally, he believed in the institutional power of the Church and in priests as a hierarchy of delegated authority descended from God. As the historian Sabine McCormack indicates: "[...] theology, philosophy and social order, religion and politics, went hand in hand". 52 Many of Sigüenza's conclusions on religious matters derived from great thinkers who preceded him, mainly the Jesuit theologian Robert Bellarmine and the Neoscholastic philosophers Francisco Suárez and Luis de Molina.
As mentioned previously, Sigüenza was very responsive to public devotional rituals, and he reacted towards them devoutly. He put great emphasis on those splendid ceremonies which enhanced the Church's internal dynamism and which undoubtedly led to the vigorous output of art and cultural expression in the Baroque. As the historian Stafford Poole has said, "[...] the Church's influence was pervasive. From baptism to funeral, from birth to death, the lives of the Spanish settlers, the converted Indians, the Black slaves, and the various castas were touched -however remotely -by its ceremonies and ministrations". 53 In Querétaro, Sigüenza described how "the noble and magnificent added to the religious and erudite". 54 This quotation summarises the baroque way of viewing reality. Carlos de Sigüenza was also fond of relics, which he considered to be "gifts of God" through which His blessings were expressed. 55 In 1699 he informs us that his community was very prolific in its devotion regarding demonstrations of cult. 56 Faith did not come alone; the sacraments were also vehicles leading towards salvation. In the Parayso Occidental, Sigüenza celebrates the sacrament of the Eucharist. For him, sacramental bread meant the divinity of the person of Christ. The Saviour was present in the consecrated Eucharistic host. Moved by faith, he defended the doctrine of transubstantiation. 57 Sigüenza exhorts people to receive communion but condemns the practice of doing so without the necessary willingness of spirit. He advises people to prepare themselves suitably by prayer, fasting, practising abstinence, and thanking the Lord for His gifts. No theological preparation was necessary, only "the highest concept of God, love, and vehement charity".
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Another important post-Tridentine issue, and the object of the utmost attention during the seventeenth century, was the will of man. Sigüenza had a high opinion of human nature and effort, and defended free will:
"Nada es nuestro en nosotros, sino el albedrío, de cuyo bueno o mal uso nos resulta la alabanza o el vituperio, de la cual consideración dimana un constante propósito de reducir siempre a práctica lo que se juzga mejor".
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According to Sigüenza, human free will enabled him to discriminate between good and evil. Nevertheless, the criterion of man was a fragile one: intention was man's goal, but efficacy was in the hands of God Himself. In this religious mode of thinking, human will cannot function without the support of the greater will of God. Man could not question divine justice and mercy. Sometimes, ignorance makes a man fail; but this action is in man and not in God. Men are incapable of doing good without the help of God: "Las disposiciones del cielo deben ser el norte de las acciones humanas". The soul inclines one to do good only when it is previously adorned by grace. 60 However,
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Alicia Mayer 57 At the words of consecration spoken by a priest, the substance of bread and wine change into the body and blood of Christ while the accidents remain those of bread and wine.
58 "Un altissimo concepto de Dios y del amor y vehemente caridad": Sigüenza, Parayso Occidental (note 40), p. 119v. 59 Ibidem, p. 111. 60 Ibidem, p. 55. The Council of Trent clearly and emphatically defined the Catholic doctrinal position and formulated in special detail decrees on free will (session VI). Nevertheless, we are able to find in Sigüenza some more personal arguments on this topic. See Sigüenza, Parayso Occidental (note 40), p. 56. There are some arguments that show an Augustinian influence in Sigüenza. although Sigüenza thought that God was "la universal causa y origen de todo lo bueno", he defended the practice of good works. God granted grace and faith to human beings, but men should not stop there. Unyielding faith was -in Sigüenza's perception -"heroic", but it was necessary to search for eternal salvation through actions.
In his works, Sigüenza y Góngora points to the clergy's responsibility for the great progress of institutionalised religion. Criollos were becoming predominant in ecclesiastical circles in New Spain. Nevertheless, this did not prevent Sigüenza from bestowing words of praise on the first missionaries from the mendicant orders who "dissipated the darkness" of idolatry and led the flock into the light of Christianity in the early years of evangelisation. 61 On the other hand, the pope did not loom so large as a force in Sigüenza y Góngora's thinking. He only mentions the "successor of the fisherman" once, though he moves in this terrain quite carefully. 62 New Spain was under the Regio Patro nato, which is to say that the Church was dependent on the state. Sigüenza seems not to have been involved in the constant conflicts and bickering between churchmen and civil authorities. He preferred to remain aloof from the power struggles. He was advisor to both Archbishop Francisco Aguiar y Seixas and Viceroy Conde de Galve. He was very respectful of both civil and Church life, assigning them their proper place in the scheme of things: "Gran número de señores Arzobispos y Obispos, luzes, por quienes Dios nos ilustra; tantos generosíssimos Príncipes, como han governado la nueva España; sus Catedrales, Universidades y Colegios, que han producido tantos varones eminentíssimos en las letras, y en la Virtud". 63 Sigüenza wanted to be a good priest and thought that preaching was a duty to be taken seriously. He was interested in the quality of sermons (one of the principal concerns in the Council of Trent [session XXIV]), and it was to this matter that Sigüenza dedicated some observations regarding the way the Gospel should be communicated. The main goal was to exhort the public to virtue, thus the preacher should set aside any complicated or "florid" rhetoric. In a sense, he began to criticise baroque methods of delivering and writing sermons. These compositions should rather be admonitions to avoid sin and set the best possible example for permanent good, charitable works, concern for others, and good morals. 64 As paradoxical as it may seem, Sigüenza is to be viewed as a product of the so-called "Counter-Reformation", although he preserved a consciousness and spirit of open inquiry. His piety did not distract him from more secular matters, and he certainly extended his horizons to include scientific research. Through him, historians can draw connections with broader cultural tendencies. Rather than considering Sigüenza as representative of a liberalising tendency within a culture of control, one might instead conclude that there were degrees of orthodoxy in the Catholic world of the Spanish colonies. It is possible that New Spain as a whole enjoyed more intellectual freedom than the metropolis.
THE QUEST FOR CATHOLIC REFORM
The colonial Church in the seventeenth century meant to be a centralised, efficient, and ordered apparatus that tried to closely regulate religious life, often failing in this endeavour. Sigüenza adhered tenaciously to Catholic cosmovision and practice as well as to the theological concepts of the Church. Sigüenza -who was very much a man of the Catholic reform -was still concerned about reformist attitudes. It seems that Catholic reform was a matter yet pending in the Church's agenda by the end of the seventeenth century.
sioned for the task of writing the history of the Convent of Jesus and Mary, founded in 1580. This was a great challenge and also a wonderful opportunity to insist on the necessity for reform. The founding of a convent was a cause of expectations in those days. It was followed by chaplainries, gifts of relics, and promises of royal protection. The resulting work was Parayso Occidental, a detailed chronicle that provides a wealth of relevant information not only on colonial ecclesiastical administration but also on Sigüenza's personal battle with his inner sensibilities. This work shows how venerable texts guided and inspired him, how he defended religious traditions. It also indicates to what extent Sigüenza became an apologist of the Mexican Church (Iglesia indiana).
Sigüenza showed a keen interest in publishing, but his extraordinary capacity to preserve material and bring projects to fruition was not always fulfilled. His lack of resources notwithstanding, the Parayso Occidental saw the light of day in 1684. 67 This book shows his passion for collecting and disseminating information. It is a careful account of historical issues, derived from documents he had gathered relating to central themes in the life of the congregation which must have been considered very important, together with the narration of the lives of many exemplary nuns. He reveals his sources and speaks openly of his idea of history, which he felt had a providential explanation.
A second issue that emerges from the work is the need to reassess critical interest in the way Catholic reform was intended to be carried out in the New World. Sigüenza focused on the nuns' virtues and how they pursued good works. He looked for the details of religious observance as well as daily and domestic religious practices in the convent, giving them a theological and historical sense. Sigüenza said that reform of the Church should begin with the reform of oneself. This explains why this work records so much information on human nature and religious ideas. 68 He thought his work would be a source of inspi-ration and interest to the large readership, composed mostly of clergy and pious laity. In a period of colonial history where the process of criollo identification with their land, their history, and their cultural background was taking shape, the religious mentality expressed in viceregal institutions, artistic manifestations, public and ecclesiastic ceremonies, festivities etc. was a tie that united them as a group. The criollos wanted to be recognized not only as promoters of Catholic reform, but also as excelling more in the pursuit of moral and ethical discipline and goals. Sigüenza insists on the importance of reform and actually chose the reformed Carmelite order as an example, possibly because, together with the Jesuits, they are the most representative of the Counter-Reformation. 69 Sigüenza's "puritanical" self-righteousness made him turn his back on wealth and ostentation. He tried to live frugally and simply. He stressed service and dedication, always within an institutional framework. For him, continence, temperance, penitence, modesty, fasting, composure, and integrity were some of the virtues a person should have. He criticised the use of jewellery in a person's attire and the spending of money on "conceited vanities". Sigüenza thought that ornamentation, in any other sense, distracted people's attention from study and prayer, and suggested "repudiating the abundance of pleasures", something that resembles -as strange as it may seem -John Calvin's sagesse. 70 But he was very pleased to see fine ornaments on thrones, altars, lamps, and vases, as well as gold objects designed to decorate temples. 71 Religious ornaments, though beautiful in themselves, served a purpose other than the aesthetic; these sumptuous and rich works of art, furniture, and tapestry were diverse implements of divine worship. Sigüenza reported in great detail how much money was spent on constructing new churches, on decoration, ornamentation, and festivities. This shows how it was considered valuable to offer up a great amount of wealth to the majesty of God, and how it was only justified if used to display His glory. Earthly devotion was a monster; earthly love was filled with improprieties, and the only true road to happiness was in God; one should exercise charity, which was the greatest manifestation of love. 72 The way Sigüenza viewed reality notwithstanding -as an ambivalence between right and wrong -, the topic of paradise continued to appear in all his works repeatedly. Mexico City, in his perception, had become a sophisticated and elegant capital, graced by many cultured individuals. He cherished the city, especially for its churches. In terms of Catholic reform, and in this hierarchy of values, it surpassed Europe:
"Ciudad verdaderamente gloriosa y dignamente merecedora de que en los ecos de la Fama haya llegado su nombre a los más retirados terminos del universo, aun no tanto por la amenidad deleitosissima de su sitio por la incomparable hermosura de sus espaciosas calles; por la opulencia y valor de sus antiguos Reyes; por la copia y circunspección de sus tribunales; por las prendas que benignamente les reparte el cielo a sus ilustres hijos; por las mejoras con que en el tiempo de su cristiandad ha conseguido ser la cabeza y metrópoli de la América; cuanto porque a beneficio de este, y de otros innumerables Templos, con que se hermosea su dilatado ámbito se puede equivocar con el Cielo Empíreo". 73 For Sigüenza, the Spanish colonies were not peripheral regions. In this laudatio urbis, he shows us that Mexico was an earthly paradise because virtues sprang up everywhere, which was not quite the truth. 74 In New Spain, there were divergent theological and political programs in continuing tension and conflict which show that even in small, intellectual groups, there was not a uniform system of religious belief and practice.
The devil is referred to frequently in Sigüenza's works. Though he moves into the language of the Enlightenment in his scientific work, the Libra Astronomica, he writes from a baroque perspective, and gives credit to demonic illusions in Parayso Occidental, where the devil is particularly fond of appearing in the guise "of a very ugly Ethiopian", and is beyond all doubt recognisable in the form of an Indian who peeps through the windows, makes gestures, and spills the nuns' chocolate, and also in "an extremely handsome and gallant young male" who tempted them. Sigüenza was convinced that Satan was exceptionally active in the paradise of New Spain. He induced people to sin "with ridiculous, charming little ways". In Sigüenza, there is, therefore, a rather naive perception of Satan. The miserable Father of Sin is viewed as "mischievous and devilish", a fiendish creature, and Sigüenza ridicules him. "It is better to ignore him", he says, until he perpetrates physical damage. One must conquer such an enemy. In Parayso Occidental, as well as in Glorias de Querétaro, Sigüenza says that he avoided looking for miracles or asserting and proposing them, but gives an account of their happening. He did not criticise the alleged apparitions of the Virgin, St. Teresa, or the devil to the nuns but merely reported their visionary experiences. At times, the reader is able to see how he confounded dreams, perceptions, and imagination.
Sigüenza exhorted people to stay away from vice and vain behaviour, and to avoid committing sins that would provoke divine wrath. However, this man -so vehement in his praise of the nuns' use of the discipline for flagellation, the wearing of the sharp-edged cilice, fasting, and other privations -did not practice these physical punishments or mental habits, such as abstemiousness and seclusion. He put forward -again, as Loyola did -the imitation of Christ as a goal for human beings which was to be seen as a high virtue and the target to be aimed at in life. Sanctity was the mirror of divine purity, which was only granted to a very few, those who were recipients of the grace of God. In fact, the virtues reflected the Lord's grace as it was bestowed on man. Divine love provided unwarranted favours, consolation, visions, the gift of prophecy, and the knowledge of what remained concealed.
RELIGIOUS EXCLUSION OF THE PRE-HISPANIC HERITAGE
Sigüenza grappled assiduously with the study of "otherness". He devoted most of his life to learning and collecting valuable testimonies of the pre-Hispanic past and was exceptionally well informed about Indian civilisations, as he himself revealed in the prologue of Parayso Occidental. He admired the Indians' ability as architects, their calendrical knowledge, their codices, wisdom, certain customs, and their social organisation, and he was proud of the mythological founders of their civilisation. He valued the ancient Indian elements as a meaningful background, except in the case of religious matters. Here, there was no point of agreement. Christianity -the only mode Sigüenza countenanced -, and particularly Catholicism, was the true and superior religion, and in order to demonstrate this, he wrote on the subject with enthusiasm. He delved into Indian tradition although he criticised human sacrifice and idolatry. He fought bitterly against their ignorance of the one true God and their pagan beliefs. 75 A meaningful existence was only possible thanks to the Spanish Conquest, because it brought the light of the Gospel. This explains why in his Piedad Heroyca he wrote with a declared apologetic purpose: to defend Hernán Cortés, the Spanish conqueror. All the same, sometimes Sigüenza tends to be contradictory in his approach to Indian civilisation. He launched the idea that the apostle Thomas had preached in America before the arrival of the Spaniards. In Parayso Occidental, he informs us of having gathered material for the study of St. Thomas's proselytising, which according to him, proved the existence of a primitive Christianity in America, long before the coming of the missionaries. In his eyes, remnants of apostolic teaching were to be found in pre-Hispanic religion. Sigüenza took up his pen to create an erudite treatise on the subject, but unfortunately the Fenix de Occidente was never published. 76 Sigüenza y Góngora wanted to show that, long before the Spaniards arrived, God had sent word of Christianity to the inhabitants of this continent. He based his theory on a long-established scriptural exegesis which provided a means towards accepting such a fantastic proposition. This is why he gave full credit to the coming of St. Thomas, who was named -according to Sigüenza -Quetzalcóatl by the Indians. Sigüenza stated that the apostle taught the Indians their calendrical wisdom and how to count the years accurately, and he argued that everything they knew of worth came from previous Christian penetra-tion. But time passed, and the natives formulated and added mistaken elements, so the practice of false religion supplanted the apostle's message, and idolatry became predominant. His conclusion was that "the very uncultivated Indians could not have given such a firm account of the years" if it were not for the coming of the apostle St. Thomas, who was judged to have been in these parts because vestiges and monuments had been found. 77 Thus, the Indians were not so clever. In everything, their culture apparently shone only because the seeds of Western thought and tools previously existed. According to this point of view, the Spanish Conquest would be a re-conquest and not a new and prodigious enterprise of evangelisation, which within certain circles justified the program of colonisation. It would simply constitute a countering of the devil's project of wiping out a previous form of Christianity, an interpretation that could be seen as setting a dangerous precedent for the Spanish goals of empire. 78 Sigüenza left an unflattering portrait of the Indian in most of the documents that have survived. We do not know what treatment he gave them in those works which he produced but are now lost. It is not unlikely that we would find there a certain nostalgia towards past cultures which was present not only in Sigüenza but in criollo thinking in general. Sigüenza tends to present his themes from a romanticised perspective as he goes in search of the formative roots on which he means to build the history of his country. Like many criollos, he admired past civilisations in a very idealistic sense. In the works that we have, his personal view of the natives of his time was not favourable. He shows that the Indians were far from being the heroic race he portrays in Theatro de Virtudes Políticas, in which Sigüenza applies the Neostoic attributes of Greco-Roman heroes to the Aztec rulers. 79 In reality, the Indians were in a wretched condition, and Sigüenza had a low opinion of their abilities. He informs us of their propensity to alcoholism, their ignorance, superstition, and delinquency. 80 On the other hand, pre-Hispanic culture was seen to offer a valuable heritage in other fields, especially as regards the possession of an important and impressive past. 81 Mostly, it would appear that for Sigüenza it was useful to extol this past, but he was very conscious that it was far from representing current reality, where few elements of strictly Indian legacy could be found. Certainly the religious cosmovision was destroyed by Western culture -could there be anything left?
FINAL REMARKS
In this work we have sought to identify Carlos de Sigüenza y Gón-gora's most deeply rooted preoccupations in the spiritual realm; by studying his legacy, we have discovered diverse aspects of criollo religious life in New Spain. Sigüenza embodied various trends of Catholic culture: a deep personal piety combined with a regard for ceremonies and liturgical pomp, a sincere sense of charity, a zeal for knowledge and education, and a strong awareness of the importance of the homeland as a place -like no other on Earth -which fulfills the goals of Christianity. In many ways, Sigüenza represents the outlook of the movements of his age: criollismo, counter-reformist militancy, self-awareness, Marianism, reform, and Jesuitism as a force in Church and society. In his works, Sigüenza portrays an ideal religious society, the virtues of which, however, were not always observed in practice; underneath lay a society that still needed reform. Not all criollos were like him. Some were frivolous, some self-seeking. In religious circles, he mentions the enmity between the nuns, the clergy, and those who wasted time in gossiping and creating conflicts, those nuns who adorned themselves with bracelets, make-up, indecent rings, and apparel, "vergüenza es grande tener el nombre de esposas del mismo Dios, y no corresponder con las obras a tan glorioso título". 82 It could be said that Sigüenza's entire production is a summation of criollo attitudes, outlooks, and customs as they had developed in Mexico in the seventeenth century. Yet, in New Spain, there were divergent theological and political programs in continuing tension and conflictproof that even in small, intellectual groups, there was not a uniform system of religious belief and practice. Sigüenza was heir to the Baroque age and a spokesman of new propositions; this is the reason why -aside from his undeniable wisdom -he has not been forgotten. One of the strengths of his written production is precisely the universality of his subject matter. Many works still remain unread and unpublished, but in his time they contributed significantly toward creating a consciousness of the importance of his native land, Catholic America.
